Abstract-This paper presents a method for determining, from ments in which the correspondence between states and n the flow table of a sequential machine, whether the machine is tuples of secondary variables is one-to-one.
The problem of linearity [3] , [9] resolves itself to one proper [12] subset of the set of all sequential ma-of fidn nasgmn o h nenlsae n,i chns an poss seea.sflpoete,sc of finding an assignment for the internal states [5] , [6] that by studying linear [4] , and it is assumed that the reader is familiar with machines, we may be able to apply some of their more their basic properties.
useful properties to sequential machines in general. A P P major stumbling block exists, unfortunately, which impedes any significant progress in this direction: At the present time, no general method exists, by which it can be determined whether a sequential machine given by its 1, 2 *. p flow table is linear or not. Several approaches [6] [7] [8] ,
[13] to thisproblem have been made, but the results produced [6] , [7] are applicable only to a limited class SPse1/Z11 SSt/Zat e.. 2p/Z2p to be extendable to the general case.
This report extends one previously presented method [8] to include the nonautonomous (or input) case. Alsq Sql/zql Sq2/Zq2 '' Sqp/Zqp though the class of machines considered is still restricted, it is more general than most classes previously Next State/Output considered [6] [7] [8] and has no apparent restrictions for Fig. 1 . Flow table of a sequential machine. its extension to the general case. We consider fixed, finite, deterministic, and synchronous sequential machines [10] whose flow tables are reduced and in the form of Fig. 1 . We restrict ourselves to finding minimal Because we are restricted to binary realizations, it is binary realizations for completely specified sequential natural that we consider only those binary partitions machines, where a minimal realization of a machine that can be used in a valid minimal assignment. having q states is a realization using n= [log2 q] unit Definition 1: A qualified binary partition (qbp) over a delays and [N] represents the smallest integer>N. set S, containing q elements, is a partition having two Furthermore, we concern ourselves with those assign-blocks, such that neither block contains more than 2n-i elements. Proof: Part 1 of the theorem has been proven [8] , [9] greater than 2n-e = 2; hence, Part 1 of the condition is for autonomous machines with constant input, and not satisfied. Also, the correspondence between the since each column of a flow table of a nonautonomous next states under input 2 and input 3 is not one-to-one; machine represents an autonomous machine with a con-hence, Part 2 is not satisfied. stant input, the first part of the theorem holds. If e <n, we say that the machine is singular, in which
Consider two distinct inputs Xi and Xj. The next case d <q. Alternately, if e = n, the machine is said to be states (Y* and Y+ vectors in the following) are func-nonsingular, and d=q. We will first consider the nontions of the present state Y and the inputs as follows: singular case, then proceed to the singular case.
1 2 3 4 5
Combining (1) and (2) we have:
Now, (3) represents a one-to-one correspondence be- As an example, it can be verified that the S/I cycle /(1, 3), it can be shown that wrP7-Q9+P7+P9+Pso. for M4 given by bi/ci, b2/c2, b3/c3 in the foregoing is valid
We now relate S/I mn tuples to linear sequential maand of order 3. Similarly, it can be shown that the S/I chines in the following two theorems. The first deals cycle for M4 given by b4/c3, b5/c1, b6/c2, where b4, b5, b6 with linear sequential machines having a nonderogaare given subsequently, is valid and of order 2.
tory [4] , [11] characteristic matrix, while the second deals with machines having a derogatory [41, [11] The next problem to consider is that of finding the ni characteristic matrix. Fig. 7 .
Exists
As an example, consider the nonautonomous sequen- There are machines whose output is either unspecified This procedure will provide the same answers as the or nonlinear, in which case it is desirable to know procedure given in the flow chart of Fig. 7 . For some whether the next state functions are linear or not. For examples, however, it is much longer than that of Fig. 7 . the autonomous case, an exhaustive search is required; To illustrate, consider machine M6 given in Fig. 9 . however, for a nonautonomous machine, while a search Using the alternative procedure and input 0, it is easily is still necessary, there is a method by which the search seen that the machine is linear; however, on reconstruct-can be restricted. This method is presented in this secing the flow table wTe find the second part of the proced-tion. ure fails. Now1V applying the procedure in Fig. 7 , b6 = (1), (A, B, C, F, H, J), (A, C, H, I If the machine satisfies the first condition of linearity Again we demonstrate the techniques by example. For and is singular, then e <n and d <q (see Theorem 1). M9 we see that the predecessor of the qbp Pi given by While an algorithm was not given, it was shown [8] 
